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Abstract

A wind tunnel study was conducted to examine how a dense gas plume could affect the mean
flow and turbulence structure of the boundary layer containing the plume. For this, a neutral
atmospheric boundary layer developing over an aerodynamically rough surface was simulated in
the US EPA’s Meteorological Wind Tunnel. The dense gas plume was created by releasing CO2

through a small circular source at ground level. A procedure was developed to make reasonably
accurate mean velocity and turbulence measurements within the dense gas plumes by using
hot-film anemometry in a range where the probe response was insensitive to the concentration of
CO . Both the flow visualization and quantitative measurements of concentration and velocity2

fields indicated that, at low wind speeds, the dense gas plumes exhibited significant buoyancy
effects on the flow structure. Within the dense plumes, mean velocity profiles were observed to
have changed significantly in shape, with reduced speeds near the surface and increased velocities
farther away from the surface. Consistent with these changes in mean velocity profiles, significant
reductions in the roughness length and friction velocity were observed. Both the longitudinal and
vertical turbulence intensities were also found to be greatly reduced within the dense plumes at
low wind speeds. These changes in mean flow and turbulence structure were not only related to
the dense-gas concentrations, but also to the local velocity gradients and the growth of the dense
plumes with distance from the source. The local gradient Richardson number is found to be the
most appropriate parameter for describing the changes in the mean flow and turbulence structure.
Significant dense gas effects were observed when the Richardson number increased beyond its

Ž .critical value 0.25 for the dynamic stability of a stratified flow. Our experimental results show
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that, in an existing turbulent flow, turbulence is not completely suppressed even when the gradient
Richardson number exceeds one. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Public concern over the risks posed by accidental releases of hazardous materials has
increased markedly over the past few decades. The dioxin release in Seveso, Italy, in
1976, methyl isocyanate release in Bhopal, India, in 1984, and CO release from Lake2

Nyos in Cameroon in 1986 are some of the better known examples of hazardous dense
gas releases in concentrations high enough to kill thousands of people caught in their
drifting plumes or clouds. Most of the dense gas dispersion modeling and experimental
studies so far have focused on the growth of the dispersing cloud or plume as clean fluid

w xis entrained in the same and the resulting concentration distributions 4,24 . It is
generally assumed in models of dense gas dispersion that the background mean flow and
turbulence are given and remain unaffected by the dense gas cloud or plume. Little work
has been done on the possible effects of density stratification in dense gas plumes on
mean velocity profile and turbulence which, in turn, have significant effects on the dense

w xgas dispersion 17 .
In a neutral surface layer, the mean velocity profile follows the well-known logarith-

mic law, irrespective of the surface roughness. Over an aerodynamically rough surface,
w xthe mean velocity distribution is given by 31,3

u zyd
) o

U z s ln , 1Ž . Ž .ž /k zo

Ž .where U z is the mean velocity at height z above the surface, u is the friction
)

velocity, k,0.40 is the von Karman constant, z is the roughness length, and d is the` ` o o

zero-plane displacement height. The surface is considered aerodynamically rough if the
w xroughness Reynolds number Re su z ryG2.5 31 , although values as small as 0.5

) ) o
Žhave been found to be sufficient over roughness composed of sharp-edged obstacles cf.,

w x.Refs. 29,25 . The standard deviations of turbulent velocity fluctuations in the longitudi-
Ž .nal and vertical directions within the fully developed turbulent neutral surface layer are

w xapproximately given as s ,2.4u and s ,1.25u 22 .u ) w )

However, when a large quantity of dense gas is released into a low-speed boundary-
layer flow at or near the surface, previous studies have shown that a vertically thin but
horizontally wide layer of dense-gas plume would be formed that may act like a ‘vapor
blanket’. The surface roughness elements, which make the surface aerodynamically
rough, may be completely enveloped by this ‘vapor blanket’. Due to negative buoyancy
effects in the stably stratified dense-gas plume, the near-surface turbulence may be
significantly suppressed, similar to the situation in a thermally stratified stable boundary
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layer in which turbulence is found to be rapidly suppressed with increasing stability
w x18,1,2,36,14,20,26,16,21 . Since the friction velocity is also considerably reduced due
to the stabilizing effect of the dense gas, the surface may become less rough or even
aerodynamically smooth. The primary objective of this study was to investigate the
possible stability effects of a dense gas plume on mean velocity profiles and turbulence
intensities within the plume that grows in an otherwise neutral, rough-wall turbulent
boundary layer. An experimental approach was used toward this end, utilizing the
Meteorological Wind Tunnel of the US EPA’s Fluid Modeling Facility in Research
Triangle Park, NC. For the sake of simplicity, a neutral boundary layer over flat and
uniformly rough terrain was simulated in the wind tunnel.

2. Modeling criteria and background

In an experimental dense gas plume study, similar to other fluid modeling studies,
certain similarity requirements must be met so that the results from the small-scale

Ž .experiment may be applied to the full-scale prototype situation in the atmosphere.
These similarity requirements are usually obtained by dimensional analysis.

Although no specific atmospheric flow and dense gas release situation was modeled
in this wind tunnel study, the consideration of similarity requirements between the
model and the prototype was still considered to be important for planning of the
experiments and also for possible comparisons between the results of this experiment
with those from other model or field experimental studies. The possible independent
variables that may be relevant to the particular situation of a dense gas plume in the
neutral boundary layer over flat and uniformly rough terrain are:
U Reference wind speed, taken here as the ambient wind speed just abover

the boundary layer
d Boundary layer thickness
h Roughness element height
D Diameter of the dense gas sources

Q Volume flow rate of dense gas
r,r Densities of air and dense gas, respectively;s

D r sr yr is the initial density difference at the sourceo s

y ,y Kinematic viscosities of air and dense gas, respectivelys

a Molecular diffusivity of dense gas in air
gX Reduced acceleration due to gravity in dense gas at the source;o

gX sgD r rro o

Of the above, the first three are boundary layer variables, D and Q are the sources

variables, the next five are molecular properties of air and the dense gas, and gX is theo

buoyancy variable. Here, we assume that the roughness parameter z and the frictiono

velocity u are dependent variables whose values are determined by other boundary
)

layer and roughness height parameters as well as by the buoyancy effects of the dense
gas plume. Similarly, the dense gas plume height or thickness z is also considered ap

dependent variable, as it depends on both the boundary layer turbulence and effluent
buoyancy effects.
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The original eleven independent variables, involving three fundamental dimensions,
yield at most eight independent dimensionless parameters which can be chosen as
follows:
Re sU dry The boundary layer Reynolds numberd r

Re sW D ry The effluent Reynolds numbers s s s
Ž X .1r2FrsU r g D The initial densimetric Froude number or bulk Richardson num-r o s

ber Ri s1rFr 2
B

Q sQrU D2 Dimensionless effluent flow rate
) r s

Scsyra The effluent Schmidt number
r rr or D r rr The effluent density ratios o

drh Dimensionless boundary layer height
D rh Dimensionless source diameters

For an accurate and faithful simulation, all the dimensionless similarity parameters as
well as boundary conditions are required to be matched between the model and the

w xprototype 28 . It is, however, not possible to match all the parameters simultaneously at
a significantly reduced scale. In fluid modeling studies of the type conducted here, the
scale ratio typically ranges between 1r1000 and 1r100. Some relaxation of similarity
requirements is always made on the basis of physical considerations.

Due to the reduced length scale in the model, the Reynolds number turns out to be
the most mismatched parameter. Fortunately, a good justification for this mismatch has
been provided by the Reynolds-number independence hypothesis which states that ‘‘the

w xturbulent flow structure is similar at all sufficiently high Reynolds numbers’’ 32 . In
this study, a more practical criterion based on the roughness Reynolds number,
Re su z ryG2.5, was used to ensure that the simulated turbulent boundary layer

) ) o

was Reynolds-number independent and therefore similar to that in a neutral atmosphere
Žexcept for the Coriolis turning of wind direction with height which, because of the

w x.small distances simulated, is believed to be unimportant 28 . Surface layer similarity
theory only requires that Re be larger than some critical value of the order of 1, which

)

may actually depend on the type and distribution of roughness elements on the surface
w x25,29 , in order to ensure that the surface is aerodynamically rough and turbulence near
the surface is not unduly influenced by fluid viscosity. This criterion, of course, ignores
the stabilizing effect of the dense plume itself; in the presence of the dense gas, larger
Reynolds numbers may be required.

Ž . Ž .The initial densimetric Froude number Fr , or the bulk Richardson number Ri , isB

perhaps the most important parameter to be duplicated for the simulation of dense plume
dispersion. Matching of Fr between the model and the prototype with a large-scale
reduction would require the flow speed in the model to be reduced by factors of 10 to
30. However, it may not be desirable nor practically feasible to operate environmental

Ž .wind tunnels at very low ambient wind speeds say, less than 0.5 mrs . The Reynolds-
number criterion also precludes operating at very low wind speeds.

Ž .Provided that the scale ratios are matched say, D rh , then matching of thes

dimensionless effluent flow rate is equivalent to the matching of the velocity ratio W rUs r

in the model and the prototype. This can easily be done, but at very low source emission
rates in the model, the effects of negative buoyancy of the dense gas plume may become
insignificant. Other parameters, such as the Schmidt number, the effluent density ratio,
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and the dimensionless source size can easily be matched by appropriate choices of
source and dense gas. The matching of the ratio drh is likely to be unimportant if the
dense gas plume is largely confined to the surface layer. With some relaxation of this
requirement, a scale ratio of about 1:100 between the model and the prototype can be
used, permitting simulations of wind speeds and source emission rates that are com-
monly encountered in the real world.

Whereas u is a dependent variable that will be affected by the presence of the dense
)

Ž .gas plume, it is customary to characterize a dense gas release continuous plume by a
source Richardson number

gX Qo
Ri s .o 3D us )

Ri may be regarded as the ratio of the potential energy due to density excesses insideo

the dense cloud to the kinetic energy of the ambient turbulence. Plumes with small
values of Ri are dominated by ambient turbulence and dense gas effects are insignifi-o

cant. Dense gas effects gradually become important as Ri increases from about 1 too
w x100 with a ‘critical’ value of 50 11 . We will use this parameter to characterize our

releases.
Previous experimental studies of the possible effects of stratification in dense plumes

on the mean flow and turbulence structure of the background boundary layer or channel
w xflow are very few and far apart. Ellison and Turner 9 studied the mixing process of a

dense layer of salt solution in a turbulent pipe flow. They observed significant distortion
of the mean velocity profile with increasing stratification or Richardson number. The
ratio of the Eddy diffusivities of salt and momentum was also found to be strongly
dependent on Richardson number; K rK decreased with increasing Ri. In a mores m

w x Ž .recent study, Stretch 30 investigated the stratification effects of dense gas CO2

plumes on turbulence in a wind-tunnel boundary layer. His measurements showed that
turbulence intensities within the dense plumes were significantly reduced due to stable
stratification, while mean velocity profiles remained unaffected by the presence of the

w xdense gas. The accuracy of the pulsed-wire probe used by Stretch 30 for measuring
velocities within highly concentrated CO plumes is, however, likely to be low and2

somewhat questionable. We found that pulsed-wire, hot-wire and hot-film probes are
fairly sensitive to the presence of CO in high concentrations and requires special2

w xcalibration and operating procedures to obtain accurate results 38 .

3. Experimental setup and instrumentation

3.1. Wind tunnel

w xThe experiments were carried out in the US EPA’s Meteorological Wind Tunnel 27 ,
which has a test section 2.1 m high, 3.7 m wide, and 18.3 m long. The ceiling of the
tunnel is adjusted to produce a zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer. The ambient wind
speed in the test section can be varied from 0.3 to 8 mrs, but in the present study
ambient wind speeds of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 2.0 mrs were used. The simulated neutral
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Fig. 1. Layout of wind tunnel.

w xatmospheric boundary layers were developed using the Irwin 13 system of eight
equally spaced 927 mm high ‘spires’. An aerodynamically rough surface was simulated
using a uniform array of 25 mm high by 102 mm wide baffle plates which covered the
entire test section floor downstream of the spires in a staggered pattern with 305 mm
spacing between elements and rows. The side view of spires and baffle plates as
roughness elements is shown in Fig. 1. This setup resulted in a 1 m deep boundary layer
with a roughness length z ,1.2 mm and a roughness Reynolds number Re ,2.4 ato )

the lowest ambient wind speed of 0.5 mrs.

3.2. Dense gas source

Ž . Ž .Carbon dioxide CO , with a molecular weight of 44 1.52 times heavier than air ,2

was chosen as the dense gas for this study because, compared with other heavy gases, it
w xhas smaller effects on the responses of hot-wire and hot-film anemometers 33 . Ethane

Ž .C H , mixed 3% by volume with CO , was used as a hydrocarbon tracer for2 6 2

concentration measurements.
ŽThe source gases were emitted at a specified rate 30 000 ccrmin for CO and 9002

.ccrmin for ethane through a 104 mm diameter, 200 mm deep cylinder filled with 3 mm
gravel. The top of the gravel was flush with the tunnel floor. The source was positioned
halfway between two rows of roughness elements on the tunnel centerline at a location
near the center of the test section, as shown in Fig. 1. Downstream of the source and in
its absence, the boundary layer could be considered in approximate equilibrium in the
sense that the normalized mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles did not change
significantly with distance. As the effluent rate was fixed, the source Richardson number
Ri was varied by changing the wind speed.o

With the selected source flow rate and diameter, the average effluent velocity at the
source was approximately 0.059 mrs, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the
ambient wind speeds used in this study. The boundary layer flow should not be

w xsignificantly affected by the effluent momentum 6 . Flow visualization showed that the
selected source geometry and flow rate produced plumes with significant dense gas

Ž .behavior at low ambient wind speeds F1.0 mrs .
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3.3. Concentration measurements

Concentrations of hydrocarbon tracer gas and, by inference, of CO were measured2
Ž . Žusing a fast-response flame ionization detector FID made by Cambustion, Model HFR

. w x400 . The basic design follows that of Fackrell 10 in that the burner assembly is
removed from the normal chassis location and installed directly in the wind tunnel. In
the current study, a sampling flow rate of 60 ccrmin with a sampling tube of 0.25 mm
inside diameter and 150 mm long was used. With this setup, the FID response had an
upper frequency limit of 155 Hz. The response of the FID to C H rair and2 6

CO rC H rair mixtures was investigated in a series of tests in which source mixtures2 2 6
w xwere diluted with air at constant rates in an exponential dilution chamber 35 .

Significant deviations from the ‘theoretical’ exponential curve were found at high ethane
Ž .concentrations typically above 2000 ppm in air. The situation in the presence of CO2

was even worse. A correction scheme was developed in which correction factors were
w xobtained from dilution tests 38 . The correction factor increased with increases in

concentration of ethane in both the ethane–air and ethane–CO –air mixtures. The2

results of our tests clearly showed significant effects of CO on the response of the FID2
w xand the necessity of using a correction scheme. In earlier experiments, Stretch 30 did

not mention any such effects or a correction procedure.
The FID output was sampled at the rate of 150 Hz for a duration of 120 s. It was

corrected for background concentration which typically increased from 5 ppm at the
start to 10 ppm at the end of the day.

3.4. Velocity measurements

A variety of hot-wire, hot-film and pulsed-wire anemometers was used for mean
velocity and turbulence measurements during this study. Details of their calibrations and

w xresponse characteristics are given by Zhu 38 . A pulsed-wire anemometer was used to
measure the mean flow pattern below the tops of the roughness elements, where
low-speed reversing and recirculating flows exist. This was done only in the absence of
the dense gas plume. The minimum speed that could be detected was about 0.12 mrs.
Ordinary, hot-wire procedures were followed for characterizing the simulated atmo-
spheric boundary layer in the absence of plumes.

For measurements within the dense gas plume, we tested a variety of hot-wire and
hot-film anemometers as well as the pulsed-wire anemometer. All were found to be
sensitive to the presence of CO ; since the hot-wire and hot-film showed the most2

promise, the pulsed-wire anemometer was not given further consideration. The sensitiv-
w xity of the other anemometers increased with increasing CO concentration 23 . But, at a2

fixed CO concentration, the sensitivity also varied with the operating overheat ratio, so2

that an optimum overheat ratio could be determined for each anemometer. In particular,
for CO concentrations of less than 25%, both the platinum hot-wire anemometer with2

its optimum overheat ratio of 1.70 and the hot-film anemometer with a lower overheat
ratio of 1.60 were found to be suitable for measuring velocities over a range of 0.3 to 1.1
mrs with an accuracy better than 5%. With a slightly lower overheat ratio, the hot-film
probe was found to be more stable than the hot-wire probe and therefore the former was
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used for subsequent measurements in the dense gas plumes. We used an end-flow
cross-film probe to measure both the longitudinal and vertical velocities, their variances
and covariances. Prior to each day’s measurements, the voltage output of the hot-film
anemometer was calibrated against the wind speed measured by a pilot tube or
calculated from the movement of smoke puffs in a uniform ambient flow. A best-fit
fourth-degree polynomial was found to be more suitable for calibration than the
commonly used King’s law, especially in the low-speed range of interest to us. Further
details of the calibrations and intercomparison of the different hot-wire, hot-film, and

w xpulsed-wire anemometers in the various air–CO mixtures are given by Zhu 38 .2

4. Results and discussion

4.1. The simulated boundary layer

The mean flow and turbulence structure of the simulated boundary layer was
investigated before introducing any dense gases. For this, an end-flow x-wire probe was
used to measure mean wind, longitudinal and vertical turbulence intensities and Reynolds
stresses at various locations in the test section, at ambient wind speeds from 0.5 to 4
mrs. Figs. 2 and 3 show the normalized mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles

Fig. 2. Normalized mean velocity profiles at different ambient speeds.
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal and vertical turbulence intensity profiles at different ambient speeds.

slightly upwind of the source location. The measurements suggest that the vertical
turbulence intensity and Reynolds stress decreased significantly near the surface as the
ambient wind speed was reduced below 1 mrs. However, we believe that this is due to

Žthe poor yaw response of the hot-wire anemometer at low wind speeds see, for
w x.example, Ref. 15 and, thus, that the boundary–layer structure is essentially Reynolds-

Ž w xnumber independent over the whole velocity range see also Ref. 29 , for measurements
.over this same roughness geometry . The development of mean velocity, turbulence

intensity and Reynolds stress profiles with downwind distance was observed to be so
slow and gradual that the boundary layer may be regarded as essentially homogeneous
in the longitudinal direction. The lateral homogeneity of the flow is also good, except
close to the surface where the effects of individual roughness elements are clearly
discernible. Significant influences of individual baffles could be seen up to two baffle

w xheights or even higher at some locations 38 .
The roughness length z in the simulated boundary layer was determined byo

Ž .best-fitting the measured mean velocity profiles between 50 mm 2 baffle heights and
Ž . Ž .200 mm about 20% of the boundary layer depth to Eq. 1 . For the widely spaced

roughness elements used in this study, d ,0. The friction velocity was determinedo
X X 2Ž .from the smoothed profile of measured momentum flux u w , assuming that u ,

)

X X Ž .yu w at zs60 mm. Then, using this u and with d s0, Eq. 1 was best-fitted to
) o
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the mean velocity data in the height range 50 mmFzF200 mm to estimate z . Aso

expected, the latter procedure yielded more consistent and stable estimates of z ando

u , which are given in Fig. 2. The apparent reduction in z and u rU with decreasing
) o ) r

ambient wind speed is, again, believed to be due to the inadequate response of the
Ž .hot-wire anemometer at the low wind speeds F1 mrs .

4.2. Flow Õisualization of dense gas plumes

Before making any quantitative measurements in the dense gas plumes, flow visual-
ization was conducted under conditions virtually identical to those under which the
concentration and velocity measurements were made. Pure CO and air with smoke2

were released through the source cylinder into the simulated boundary layer at the rates
of 30 000 ccrmin and 900 ccrmin, respectively. Smoke was injected directly into the
CO rair stream to visualize the emitted plume from the small circular source. Previous2

experience suggested that smoke added in this manner does not significantly alter the
density of the source gas.

Two still and two video cameras were set up to take top and side views of the plume
in the vicinity of the source. Pictures were taken nearly simultaneously with the two still
cameras. The video cameras were used to record images of the plume continuously for

Ž .each of the five ambient wind speeds 4, 2, 1, 0.75, and 0.5 mrs , including the
transition period of change from one speed to another. Many still pictures and videos are

w x Ž .included in the data collected for the study 37,38 . The pictures not included here
show that significant dense gas phenomena were exhibited as the ambient wind speed
was reduced to 1 mrs or lower; at and above 2 mrs the plume looked similar to that in

Ž . w xthe neutral plume no dense gas case. This corresponds with the critical Ri (50 11 ,o

as this plume with a 1 mrs freestream speed has Ri s109, and at 2 mrs, Ri s14. Aso o

the wind speed was decreased, the plume width increased laterally and the dense gas
Ž .spread farther upwind from the source. For a fixed dense gas flow rate source strength ,

the vertical depth of the plume decreased with decreasing wind speed, as the stabiliza-
tion effect of the dense gas became more apparent. At the lowest wind speed of 0.5
mrs, some laminarization of the plume was observed below the tops of the roughness

Ž .elements baffle plates , especially near the source. Above the roughness element height,
however, the plume appeared fully turbulent.

4.3. Concentration distributions and dispersion parameters

Ž .Longitudinal concentration profiles near the surface zs5 mm in the various
plumes are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 displays the lateral concentration profiles at a
distance of 1219 mm from the source. Similar measurements were also made at several

w xother locations along the plume 38 , but are not shown here. Both the longitudinal and
Ž .lateral profiles at and below the roughness element height 25 mm show significant

effects of individual roughness elements on dense gas dispersion at low ambient wind
Ž .speeds U F1 mrs or Ri G109 , not only near the source, but with diminishing effectsr o

also farther downstream.
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal ground level concentration profiles at zs5 mm for different ambient wind speeds.

The effects of the baffle plates are more like those of obstacles rather than
‘roughness’ due to the fact that the plume heights are comparable to the plate height,

Ž .particularly for the small distances x-1000 mm and lower wind speeds.
Note that the roughness elements were arranged in a staggered or ‘diamond’ pattern

and all lateral profiles were measured on a line halfway between two element rows. The
concentrations immediately behind the plates were generally much smaller than those
where no plate was in front of the sampling point. This is clearly shown in Fig. 5 where
peaks in the lateral concentration profiles of the denser plumes line up perfectly with the
baffle plates just downwind of the sampling line. Note that at this point the plume has
already passed four rows of baffle plates, two with plates on the centerline and two with
plates straddling it. This ‘damming up’ of heavy gas in front of the plates is also evident
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Fig. 5. Lateral concentration profiles at xs1219 mm and zs5 mm for different source Richardson numbers.

from the longitudinal profiles shown in Fig. 4. At wind speeds of 2 mrs and greater
Ž .Ri F14 , there was little difference between the dense gas and neutral plumes, as seeno

from the measured longitudinal and lateral concentration profiles. With decreasing wind
speed, the ground-level concentrations along the plume centerline increased, especially
after encountering the first row of roughness elements, and the plumes became much

w xwider. In an earlier wind tunnel study of dense gas dispersion by Britter and Snyder 6 ,
using the same wind tunnel, source geometry and CO emission rate, but much2

Ž .smoother surface z s0.13 mm , smooth lateral concentration profiles were observed.o

The lateral distributions in both the present and the Britter and Snyder studies are very
flat-topped with sharp tails and differ considerably from the Gaussian shape. It is clear
that the buoyancy-induced lateral spreading, rather than turbulence, is responsible for the
non-Gaussian distribution and much wider dense gas plumes as compared with neutral
ones when, in our case, Ri G109.o

Ž .It is also noted that the ground-level concentration glc distributions downstream
Ž . w xfrom the source Fig. 4 differ from those shown by Snyder and Britter 6 . In addition to

the irregularities due to the current baffle plates, our results show significant increases in
glc’s as Ri increases—as large as a factor of 5 when Ri s873. For roughly the sameo o

Ž .value of Ri 109 , Britter and Snyder showed glc’s within 10% of the neutral plumeo

values, whereas our current results show glc’s nearly a factor of 2 larger than the neutral
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plume values. This is evidently related to the shielding effect of the large elements and
to the fact that the plume depth is not large compared with the baffle plate heights.

For a more quantitative analysis of dense plumes and their comparison with neutral
plumes at the same ambient wind speeds, we characterize the four dense gas cases as
D1, D2, D3, and D4, corresponding to ambient wind speeds of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 2.0
mrs, respectively. The bulk dimensionless parameters of stability and source flow rate
for the four dense gas cases are shown in Table 1. Here, we have also given values of
the source Richardson number Ri and the dimensionless buoyancy parametero

Q sgX 2r5Q1r5U , 2Ž .1 o 10

w xwhich was used by Britter and McQuaid 5 to reflect the overall stability of the plume.
Ž .In the above definition, U denotes the wind speed at 10 m height full scale , which is10

equivalent to that at 100 mm height in the wind tunnel, using a 1:100 scale. With the
fixed dense gas emission rate and the constant density ratio or gX in the present study,o

Ri and Q , varied only due to changes in the wind speed. Thus, the range of Q valueso 1 1

essentially reflects a four-fold change in the ambient wind speed. Similarly, with the
constant source diameter, the dimensionless dense gas emission rate Q varies in

)

inverse proportion to the ambient wind speed. The bulk Richardson number has a much
larger range because of its dependence on the inverse-square of the ambient velocity.
The source Richardson number has an even larger range because of its dependence on
the inverse cube of the friction velocity.

The most commonly used statistical measure of plume dispersion in the lateral
Ž .direction is the standard deviation of the distribution s around the plume centerline.y

For the dense gas plumes in our wind tunnel, the plume centerline near the surface was
not always coincident with the tunnel centerline, but occasionally meandered to one side
or the other due to uncontrollable disturbances and secondary flows in the wind tunnel at
such ultra-low wind speeds. The variation of the plume dispersion parameter, s , withy

distance from the source for the different plumes is shown in Fig. 6. Consistent with
observations from the flow visualization, the plume width s significantly increasedy

with increasing source Richardson number Ri . Although s generally increased witho y

downwind distance from the source, as expected, leveling off and even a slight reduction
of s with increasing distance for the two most dense gas cases was observed. This mayy

be due to the much flatter distribution of concentration in the lateral direction and larger
effect of baffle plates on the same at shorter distances from the source, as compared to

Table 1
Values of bulk dimensionless parameters for the dense gas plume cases studied in the wind tunnel

Parameter Dense gas plume cases

D1 D2 D3 D4

Ž .U mrs 0.50 0.75 1.0 2.0r

Q 1.30 0.89 0.71 0.341

Ri 873 259 109 13.6o

Ri 2.06 0.92 0.52 0.13B

Q 0.092 0.062 0.046 0.023
)
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Fig. 6. Variation of the lateral dispersion parameter with distance from the source for different source
Richardson numbers.

Ž .those at xs2438 mm see e.g. our earlier discussion of Fig. 5 . The lateral concentra-
Ž .tion profiles at xs2438 mm not shown here were more nearly Gaussian, with smaller

w xundulations due to individual baffle plates 38 . No restrictive influence of side walls on
the lateral plume spread was detected at that location.

Vertical concentration profiles were measured at four downwind locations on the
centerline of the wind tunnel. A set of profiles measured at xs1219 mm for the four
different dense gas cases and one neutral case is shown in Fig. 7. More extensive

w xconcentration data are given elsewhere 37,38 . Many experimental and theoretical
studies of vertical concentration distributions in neutral plumes from continuous

w xground-level sources have been conducted 19,33,12,7 . These have shown that the
actual distributions are rarely Gaussian, but can be represented by the modified
exponential form

a
C x , z sC x ,0 exp yB zrz , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a

in which z is the plume centroid height, defined as

` `

zs Cz d zr C d z 4Ž .H H
0 0

and B is a dimensionless constant which is uniquely related to the profile exponent ora

shape parameter a . In the stratified atmospheric boundary layer, a varies from 1 under
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Fig. 7. Vertical concentration profiles at xs1219 mm.

very unstable and convective conditions to more than 2 under very stable conditions.
The commonly assumed Gaussian distribution, corresponding to as2, is observed only

w xunder a rather narrow range of moderately stable conditions 19,20 .
The limited observations of vertical profiles in dense gas plumes also confirm the

non-Gaussian shape, with the profile shape parameter closer to one, implying an
w xapproximately exponential form 6 . The concentration distributions in dense gas plumes

are substantially different from those in neutral plumes. The former are generally
characterized by much higher ground-level concentrations and much smaller plume
heights. A simple and commonly used measure of the plume height is z , the heightp

Ž .where the concentration is reduced to 10% of the maximum ground-level concentra-
tion. Its variation with distance from the source and the plume buoyancy parameter is
shown in Fig. 8. The strong influence of buoyancy on z is quite obvious. Anotherp

Ž .measure of mean plume height for surface releases is z defined by Eq. 4 . The ratio
zrz is 0.37 for a Gaussian distribution and 0.43 for an exponential one. zrz rangedp p

from 0.36 to 0.49 for our plumes, with the larger values occurring with the denser
plumes and closer to the source. Hence, our denser plumes have shapes tending toward
exponential distributions, whereas the more neutral plume shapes tend toward Gaussian.

A comparison of the vertical concentration profiles measured during the present study
w xwith those from the Britter and Snyder 6 study, both using the same source geometry

and flow rate but different surface roughnesses, indicates that the surface roughness also
has significant influence on dense gas dispersion. In the present case, the plume depths
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Fig. 8. Variation of plume height with distance downwind from the source.

were not large compared with the roughness element heights; indeed, the centroids of
the denser plumes close to the source were less than the heights of the baffle plates, so
that the plates appeared as individual obstacles to the plumes. In the Britter and Snyder
study, the plumes were an order of magnitude deeper than the element heights, so that
those plumes passed over a ‘homogeneous’ surface.

4.4. Mean Õelocity fields

As mentioned earlier, air flow near the surface is considerably influenced as it goes
over and around individual roughness elements. Detailed information about the modified
flow structure was obtained through the use of pulsed-wire as well as a hot-wire
anemometer at a free stream wind speed of 4 mrs in the absence of any plume. The
pulsed-wire measurements were focused on a typical region in and amongst the
roughness elements; supplemental measurements were made above the elements using
the hot-wire anemometer. By assuming that the mean flow pattern is symmetric about
the vertical centerplane, the measured velocity vectors were used to deduce mean

Ž .streamlines in the vertical xz center plane. By assuming the mean vertical velocities
Ž .are zero very near the surface, mean streamlines in the horizontal xy plane were also

deduced. The results are shown in Fig. 9. These streamline patterns clearly show large
recirculating flow regions behind each roughness element in both the vertical and
horizontal planes. The average length of the separated flow or cavity regions is about
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Fig. 9. Streamline patterns based on the pulsed-wire measurements in the roughness layer without any plume:
Ž . Ž .a the xz-plane at ys0; b the xy-plane at zs5 mm.

four times the roughness element height. These recirculating flow regions were excluded
from the subsequent hot-wire or hot-film measurements of mean flow and turbulence in
the boundary layer and dense gas plumes.

Fig. 10 shows a comparison of mean velocity profiles in the lower part of the
boundary layer with and without the dense gas plume. Note that at the lowest free

Fig. 10. Comparison of mean velocity profiles in the lower-half of the boundary layer with and without the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dense gas plume for U s0.5 Ri s0 and 873 at a xs610 mm, b xs1219 mm, and c xs2438 mm.r o
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Ž .stream velocity of 0.5 mrs Ri s873 mean velocity profiles were changed signifi-o

cantly by the presence of the dense gas. Mean velocities were reduced in the lower part
of the plume, while they were increased in the upper part or above the plume height.
The mean velocity gradient near the surface was also significantly reduced. These
changes were not only related to CO concentrations, but also to the growth of the2

plumes with distance. With increasing distance, the buoyancy-induced changes in
velocity tend to propagate farther above the surface. As the ambient wind speed was
increased to 0.75 and 1.0 mrs and, hence, Ri reduced, the influence of the dense gaso

on the mean velocity profiles also considerably diminished, although slight decelerations
of flow near the surface and slight accelerations above could still be detected at U s1.0r

Ž . w xmrs Ri s109 38 . Consistent with the reduced velocity gradient near the surface, theo
X X 1r2Ž .downward momentum flux yu w was also substantially reduced with increasing

X X 1r2Ž .Ri . From the estimated values of the friction velocity yu w at zs60 mm, weo

determined the ratio u rU for the various neutral and dense gas cases. The reduction in
) r

u rU is found to depend not only on Ri , but also on the distance from the source, as
) r o

the buoyancy effects of the dense gas decrease with increasing distance. For example, at
xs1219 mm, u rU decreased from its nominal value of 0.060 for the neutral case to

) r
Ž . Ž .0.044 for the most dense Ri s873 case. A similar 27% reduction occurred ato
Ž .xs610 mm, while a smaller 15% reduction in u rU was observed at xs2438 mm.

) r

There was some indication that the apparent surface roughness may also have been
reduced by the stabilization effect of the dense gas plume. With significant deviations of
the observed mean velocity profiles from the logarithmic law, however, it was not
possible to determine z with a high degree of confidence.o

4.5. Turbulence intensities

The stability or buoyancy effects of the dense gas plumes were most clearly seen in
terms of reduced turbulence. A manifestation of this effect on downward momentum
flux or u has already been discussed in Section 4.4. More important and relevant to

)

plume dispersion are the turbulence intensities. The longitudinal and vertical turbulence
intensities were measured with a cross hot-film anemometer at three ambient wind
speeds and three positions downwind of the source, with and without the dense gas
plume. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the vertical turbulence intensities between the

Ž . Ž . Ž .neutral Ri s0 and dense gas cases Ri s873 U s0.5 mrs in both cases . Theo o r
Ž .growth of the dense gas plume is also depicted by a plot of the 10% plume height z .p

Similar comparisons of longitudinal and vertical turbulence intensities for all the neutral
w xand dense gas cases have been made by Zhu 38 . These show a systematic reduction in

turbulence intensities with increasing Ri at any fixed position relative to the dense gaso

source. Fig. 11 shows that at the lowest ambient wind speed of 0.5 mrs, turbulence
intensities in the dense gas plume were much reduced, even at large downwind
distances. A part of this reduction is due to the modification of mean velocity profiles,
as discussed in Section 4.4. However, direct suppression of turbulence by buoyancy or
stability effects of the dense gas is largely responsible for the reduction in wXrU and
uXrU, where wX and uX denote the standard deviations of vertical and longitudinal
velocity fluctuations, respectively, and U is the local mean velocity.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of vertical turbulence intensities in the lower part of the boundary layer with and without
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the dense gas plume for U s0.5 mrs Ri s0 and 873 at a xs620 mm, b xs1219 mm, and cr o

xs2438 mm.

The largest reductions in turbulence intensity occur at some distance from the source
and away from the surface, as shown in the plots of percentage reductions in turbulence

Ž .intensities in Figs. 12 and 13. At the lowest ambient wind speed Ri s873 , the verticalo

Ž . Ž .Fig. 12. Turbulence intensity reductions within the dense gas plume for U s0.5 mrs Ri s0 and 873 at ar o
Ž . Ž .xs610 mm, b xs1219 mm, and c xs2438 mm.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 13. Turbulence intensity reductions within the dense gas plume for U s1.0 mrs Ri s109 at ar o
Ž . Ž .xs610 mm, b xs1219 mm, and c xs2438 mm.

turbulence intensity is reduced by more than 30% near the top of the dense gas plume.
Ž .Even when Ri s109 minimum density effects , the maximum reduction is still closeo

to 25%. Thus, the stability effects of the dense plumes are found to be much stronger on
turbulence than on the mean flow, and these effects appear to persist for longer distances
from the source and larger heights above the surface where the dense gas concentrations
are much reduced. Significant reductions in turbulence intensities were observed up to
distances twice as high as the 10% plume thickness. In the lower part of the dense
plumes, both the longitudinal and vertical turbulence intensity reductions generally
decreased with increasing distance from the source. They also decreased with increasing
wind speed, whereas the height of the maximum reduction in turbulence intensity
generally increased with ambient wind speed and also with downwind distance from the
source. The reductions in turbulence intensities were not proportional or simply related
to dense gas concentrations.

4.6. Local Richardson numbers

Having observed that the mean flow and turbulence structure of the lower part of a
neutral boundary layer are significantly affected by stability or negative buoyancy of
dense gas plumes, an attempt was made to relate the observed changes to a local
stability parameter such as the local or gradient Richardson number

2g Er EU
Risy r , 5Ž .ž /r E z E zo

in which the density r is simply related to the dense gas concentration. For estimating
Ri, both concentration and velocity profiles were smoothed appropriately.
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Fig. 14. Variation of gradient Richardson number with height in the dense gas plume for U s0.5 mrsr
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ri s873 at a xs610 mm, b xs1219 mm, and c xs2438 mm.o

The vertical profiles of Ri at three downwind positions in the dense plume for the
Ž .ambient wind speeds of 0.5 and 1.0 mrs Ri s873 and 109 are shown in Figs. 14 ando

15. These profiles indicate that the local Richardson number attains its maximum value

Ž . Ž .Fig. 15. Variation of gradient Richardson number with height for U s1.0 mrs at a xs610 mm, br
Ž .xs1219 mm, and c xs2438 mm.
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Fig. 16. Relationship between reductions in vertical turbulence intensities and local Richardson numbers for
the three dense gas plumes.

in the same general location where turbulence intensities are most reduced. The largest
Richardson numbers were observed at the lowest wind speed, as expected. Although the
maximum value of Ri decreased with downwind distance from the source, the depth of

Ž .the region of large Ri values )0.25 expanded. This may well explain why the
observed reductions in turbulence intensities were quite significant even at large
distances at low wind speeds. As the wind speed increased to 1.0 mrs, Ri values above
0.25 were mostly confined to short distances from the source. This is quite consistent
with smaller reductions in turbulence intensities at large distances from the source.

The possible correlation between local Ri values and percentage reductions in vertical
turbulence intensities is shown in Fig. 16. The large scatter is apparently not systemati-
cally related to ambient wind speed, distance from the source, or any dimensionless
parameters. Despite this scatter, there appears to be a significant correlation between the
percentage reduction in turbulence intensity and Ri. Large reductions in turbulence
intensity generally occur where Ri is also large.

Ž .While the source Richardson number Ri , Froude number, or the dimensionlesso

source flow rate can only represent the overall effects of the dense gas plume on the
mean flow and turbulence structure in the lower part of the boundary layer most affected
by the plume, the local gradient Richardson number appears to be a more appropriate
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parameter for more quantitative parameterizations of these effects in dense gas disper-
sion models. Further experimental studies of the effects of dense gas plumes on the flow
structure, covering a much wider range of dimensionless buoyancy and source flow
parameters than was possible in our study, may be necessary for developing more
specific and reliable turbulence and dispersion parameterizations.

We have not addressed here the important question: Under what conditions might the
turbulence be completely suppressed in a part of the dense gas plume? It is well known
that turbulence in a stably stratified flow is destroyed by buoyancy when the flux

Ž . ŽRichardson number Rf exceeds its critical value Rf F1 Richardson’s criterion basedc
.on the turbulent kinetic energy equation . Other theoretical and empirical estimates of

w xRf lie between 0.15 and 0.5 1 . In many experimental and observational studies,c

including the present one, flux Richardson number cannot be estimated because turbu-
lent fluxes of momentum and scalar were not measured. The gradient Richardson
number is easier to determine, but it may not always have a definite critical value above
which turbulence disappears. Richardson’s criterion for the maintenance of turbulence is
strictly applicable to Rf rather than Ri. Since the relationship between the two

K s
Rfs Ri 6Ž .

Km

involves the ratio of the eddy diffusivities of scalar and momentum, one can also express
the same criterion in terms of Ri when the ratio K rK is close to one, as observed ins m

the stable atmospheric surface layer. In most laboratory boundary layer and channel
flows with stable stratification, however, the above ratio is found to decrease with

w xincreasing stability 9,34,2,21 . This implies that the critical value of Ri, if any, need not
be less than one for the maintenance of turbulence. This is indeed confirmed by our

Ž .results for the D1 and D2 cases Ri s873 and 259 in which Ri exceeded one in ao
Ž .shallow elevated layer near the source xF610 mm which remained fully turbulent.

The criteria for the laminarization of a dense gas plume has been investigated in a
w xseparate study 8 .

5. Conclusions

The primary objective of this experimental study was to examine the buoyancy
effects of a dense gas plume on the mean flow and turbulence structure of the turbulent
boundary layer in which the plume was embedded. The dense gas plume was generated
by releasing CO at a constant flow rate through a small, ground-level circular source.2

The US EPA’s Meteorological Wind Tunnel was used to simulate the neutral atmo-
spheric boundary layer over a moderately rough surface. The experimental results are
presumably independent of Reynolds number, although low ambient wind speeds
Ž .0.5–1.0 mrs required for simulating significant buoyancy effects in the dense gas
plume did not permit the Reynolds number to become very large. In this study, we only
required that the roughness Reynolds number, Re su z ry , be large enough to

) ) o

ensure an aerodynamically rough surfacerflow for the simulated neutral boundary
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layers. The same could not be confirmed, however, in the presence of the dense gas
plume with strong buoyancy effects.

Both the qualitative flow visualization and quantitative velocity and concentration
measurements showed that the dense gas plumes exhibited significant buoyancy effects

w xwhen Ri G50, in agreement with the criterion suggested by Hanna et al. 11 .o

Similarity considerations suggested several dimensionless buoyancy and source emission
parameters which could be used as measures of overall buoyancy effects and also in
formulating the appropriate similitude or modeling criteria. The local effects on mean
flow and turbulence within the dense gas plume are found to vary considerably with
height above the surface and with distance from the source. These could only be related
to a local buoyancy parameter like the gradient Richardson number.

Mean concentration distributions in dense gas plumes were found to be quite different
from those in neutral plumes, especially at low ambient wind speeds. Dense plumes may
be characterized by larger lateral spread, smaller vertical spread, and higher ground-level
concentrations. The buoyancy-induced horizontal spreading, rather than turbulence, is
responsible for the non-Gaussian lateral distributions and much wider plumes as
compared with the neutral plumes. The vertical distributions are also non-Gaussian and
closer to an exponential shape. The negative buoyancy and reduced turbulence tend to
make the dense gas plumes much thinner.

In the presence of the dense gas plume, the mean velocity profiles were changed
significantly in shape near the surface at low wind speeds. Both the mean velocity
gradient close to the surface and the friction velocity were reduced due to buoyancy or

Ž .stability effects of the dense gas. Much larger effects reductions were found on
longitudinal and vertical turbulence intensities. These changes in mean flow and
turbulence were not only related to the local dense gas concentrations or vertical
concentration gradients, but also to the vertical extent of dense gas plumes and ambient

Ž .wind speeds more appropriately, local velocity gradients . Therefore, the local gradient
Ž .Richardson number Ri was used as an appropriate parameter for the local buoyancy

effects on mean flow and turbulence. In particular, the percentage reductions in vertical
turbulence intensities within the dense plumes appear to be well correlated with Ri.
Significant dense gas effects were observed when and where Ri was greater than 0.25.
However, turbulence was not completely suppressed even when Ri became greater than

Ž .one. This implies that the ratio of the diffusivity of scalar dense gas to that of
momentum is much less than one in dense gas plumes.
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